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              Sweet Guilt

              by Angelica

              
              A boutique confection bakery that specializes in customized designer wedding cakes, uniquely themed desserts, custom celebration cakes and much more. All of our desserts are artfully crafted using the finest organic ingredients wherever possible and handcrafted and decorated to ensure the highest quality, exceeding client expectations.

              Shop Now
            

            
          

          
        
 
      
 
    
    

    
      
        
        
          "To say that I enjoy designing, cooking and eating would be a colossal understatement, especial baking. I would bake every day of my life if you let me! I have been baking for the last 25 years. It is my passion, drive and joy."
        

         
          − Angelica M. Lenox
        

        
      

      
    


    
      
        
          
            
              

            

            
            
              Book your Consultation

              Enjoy our confections!

              Exclusively by appointment, Sweet Guilt is a boutique confection gallery located in Sunrise, FL serving areas from Palm Beach to Islamorada. All orders are customized to match the expectations of your special event. We utilize organic products, local fresh ingredients, natural sweeteners and no preservatives.

              All of our recipes and flavors are original and can be customized for every occasion. We invite you to visit our gallery for a tasting consultation to discuss all available options.

              Book a Consult
              View our Tasting Menu
            

            
          

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      An absolute divine collection of flavors available for your cakes, cupcakes, cake pops and cake paddles
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          Happy Experiences

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                        
                          "I have never had a delicious wedding cake in my life! and i was a bit worried about my cake not being tasty so i was researching bakeries that have good reviews, charge a reasonable price and bake delicious cakes. I had done plenty of research, as well as tastings. and wasn't impressed by anyone. Until I met Angelica!! OMG, first of all she is an amazing person, and it is so easy to work with her. She is soooo sweet and kind. She is also very professional. Her work of art is as beautiful, as she is!  Dear brides out there, make your life easier! and go with Angelica. you will not regret! TRUST ME- I had done my due-diligence and this was my very top choice!"

                          
                            
                              Alina B

                              
                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                    

                    
                  

                  
                

                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          "Truly amazing quality! Sweet Guilt was our choice for our wedding cake, and I could not be happier with the outcome. Angelica was able to bring my vision to life, and my guests were complimenting on the beautiful design. Let's not forget about the taste! We had multiple cake flavors & each melted in your mouth. Sweet Guilt is top notch!"

                          
                            
                              Bethany Smoller

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                    

                    
                  

                  
                

                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          "Wow wow wow is all I have to say. My cake was so incredibly beautiful and sooooo delicious. When I first mat for my tasting I was skeptical about the whole natural cake idea.The trial was an absolute delight with incredible presentation and delicious product we were all left with our mouth's open and in shock by the different flavors. We got married 4/8/17 and I still have people contacting me about where we had our cake made and how they have never tasted or seen a cake so beautiful. Thank you Angelica for giving me the cake of my dreams."

                          
                            
                              Mika S

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                    

                    
                  

                  
                

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          "Finding a designer cake firm that offered everything that we wanted for our dessert table turned out to be quite a task. Some offered cake only, some mini desserts and some just donuts and the look was set by catalog or look book. We absolutely fell in love with the Sweet Guilt warmth and stunning gallery. They offered every dessert that we wanted and customized it to perfection. Their desserts look like they are from a magazine, literally too pretty to eat, yet once one take a bite one will want to eat them all. We ordered french macarons, baked donuts (that are to die for), cake pops, cookies and our wedding cake. The desserts were the talk of our reception. Josue and I are so happy that we chose Sweet Guilt for our wedding and look forward to have many parties to have their sweets again. Thank you for you personalized service and make us feel like royalty."

                          
                            
                              Josue and Gina Belastro

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                    

                    
                  

                  
                


              

              
            

            
          

          
        

        
      

      
    
    





  
  

  

  
    
      
        Each dessert is made from scratch with original recipes and is personally handcrafted and customized.

        Get in Touch
      

      
      

      
        
          
            
            
            A boutique confection bakery and edible art gallery

            
              
              
              
              
            
            
          

          
        

        
        
          
            Get in Touch

            
            (954) 597-6494 

            info@sweetguilt.com 

            

            4604 N Hiatus Road 
 Sunrise, FL 33351
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            Be Inspired

            Subscribe to our newsletter to get product news & deals delivered straight to your inbox.
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